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DEDICATION
To mywife:
Finally, an evening with no homework to do!
To my son:
Daddy's actually home tonight! Let's go play!
To my father
Your love, patience and wisdom will never be forgotten.
To my mother:
Who has supported everything I have done—no matter how time-consuming.
To my siblings:
Just in case you thought I was in school only to put off getting a real job.
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INTRODUCTION
In the Fall of 1993,1examined the reading test that was being used by the
English department for their EnglishPlacementTest (EFT) for incoming
international students at Iowa StateUniversity (ISU). The EFTconsisted of several
subtests designed to measure listening comprehension, reading comprehension,
vocabulary, and writing. The testwas designed to determinewhich students
needed further instruction in the previously mentioned areas. I examined the EFT
for an assignment for the Frinciples of ESL Testing class I was enrolled in. Although
no one was quite sure just exactly when the EFTwas designed, the staff members
that I talked to in the English department estimated the test had been in use since at
least 1979. This meant the test had been in use for over fourteen years—it seemed to
me as though it was time for a new test. There are two reasons for this line of
thought. First, it is very possible that some where in the fourteen years of the test's
use, some one has managed to acquire a copy of the test and has passed this along to
other people. Second, the theory that this test is based upon is not known, so it is
possible this test is based on an outdated theory of reading—or possibly on outdated
theories of reliability and validity (reliability and validity will be discussed in more
detail later).
Something else about the reading test caught my eye—the format. The
following presents a typical question;
Many university professors leave the classroom to become deans
and department heads. Theirnew positions usually are more
rewarding financially, but money is not their only reason for
changing jobs.Themodern educational system is organized in such
a way that a major portion of academic recognition goes to the
A. administrators.
B. older teachers.
C. faculty members
D. trustees.
One problem with this format is the fact that the reading is too short. Rarely will
students encounter such a short reading passagein their academic reading. It
seemed tomethatthepassages used for testing reading should belonger. Hus
wouldincrease the authenticity of thereadings (authenticity willbe discussed in
more detail later). It also seemed to me that the readings should contain reading
material that international students are likelyto encounter in texts and journals
while studying at ISU, again toincrease the authenticity ofthepassages. I decided
at that time that I would take on the task of creating a new reading test for the
English Placement Test. This new test would consist ofpassages from actual texts
and journals usedhere at ISU. Avariety of topics would beused to reduce the
chance that a test taker could answer test items based simply on their knowledge of
the topic andnoton their reading ability. The passages would generally bearound
400 words long and would be followed by five to six multiplechoice questions about
the passage. This is a format that is similar to the TOEFL, a test that most
international students are familiar with. And like the TOEFL, there are time
constraints on the testing situation which force limits on the length of reading
passages and on the number of questions asked.
The original reading test included 35 questions, so I decided the new test
would also contain about 35 questions. I wanted the test to measure how well
students could locate the main idea of a passage as well as some of the supporting
ideas. I also wanted the test to measure how well students could make inferences
about the passage, i.e., I wanted to see how well students could use information in
the passages to answer questions that were not directly related to the passages.
Ipresented this idea to amember of the faculty who further suggested that I
discuss this project with tiie ESL Placement Coordinator. The ESL Placement
Coordinator agreed that the old reading test was outdated and was in need of
replacement and that my idea for areplacement was very sensible. At that time, we
alsodecided to include vocabularyquestions on the test. Therewas agreement
among all of us that vocabulary was so important that it should be included onthe
test.
I borrowed some help from theESL committee when putting thenew test
together. The ESL committee consists of several instructors who teach international
students both in theEnglish department and in theIntensive English Orientation
Program. I passed outguidelines to the committee members for locating reading
passages and for creating questions. After gathering passages and creating
questions, the committee met to determine which passages and questions would be
most appropriate for the new reading test. We created two versions of the test and
gave thetests tointernational students (graduate and undergraduate) enrolled in the
English lOlC and lOlD classes. After I hadreceived the item analyses of the two
tests, I met with the Placement Coordinator and a facultymember to decide which
passages and questions wewould usefor the final version of the test thatwastobe
used as part of a new EPTthat was being designed.
Thenew EPT was given in Januaryof1995, Using the results of the reading
test, the Placement Coordinator decided which students were in need of further
reading instruction. It was left to me to examine the test results to inquire into the
validity of the decisions that were made.
The purpose of the study at hand, then, becomes twofold. First, it is to
examine the process used to develop the new reading test. Second, it is to examine
the process used to inquire into the validity of the decisions made using the results
from thetest. This will bedone bya partial examination ofvalidity which will focus
on construct validity (this will not bea thorough examination ofvalidity because a
thorough examination is beyond the scope of the study athand). Construct validity
dealswith how well a test measureswhat it is designed to measure. The discussion
onvalidity will befollowed byresearch onESL reading (which for themost part
branchedofffromresearch doneon readingin English as a first language). After
this will follow amore in-depth discussion oftheprocess ofthedevelopment of the
test. This willbe followed by a discussion oftheresults from the test and howthese
results can be used toprovide construct validity evidence which is in turn needed to
investigate the validity of testuse. The conclusion of this studywill include a
discussion of what has been learned from this study and where we are to go from
here.
LITERATURE REVIEW
J. B. Carroll, in 1968 (quoted inBachman (1990)), defined a test in the
following way: "a psychological oreducational test is aprocedure designed to elicit
certain behavior from which one can make inferences about certain characteristics"
(p. 20), which Bachman restates as: "a test is ameasurement instrument designed to
elicit a specific sample ofanindividual's behavior" (p. 20). The behaviors being
referred to are the responses that subjects giveto test items. Thecharacteristics
being referred to are things such asintelligence, personality, language ability, andso
onwhichwill affect how subjects respondto test items. TheWAIS-R andWISC-R,
for example, are twopopular tests that areintended asmeasures ofspecific
characteristics—intelligence for adults and childrenrespectively. How ttie subjects
respond to the testitems is their behavior. The MinnesotaMulti-Phasic Personality
Inventory is a diagnostic measure intended to allowusers to infer possible
personality disorderson the basis of testbehavior. TheTOEFL is intendedas a
measure of another characteristic—an individual's ability to use the English
language. And these are just a few of the widely used tests on the market today.
. The purposes of tests are as varied as the tests that have been developed.
There is, however, a common rationale underneath every test's purpose—there is
some behavior that it is intended to elicit. Although specific tests themselves elicit a
wide variety of behaviors, the purpose of testing is less diversified. It is to elicit a
behavior, often with the intent of inferring from the behavior a characteristic of an
individual from which one might make predictions or comparisons. The variety of
behaviors and the ways they are to be elicited and measured is what gives rise to the
variety of tests that have been developed. And what is to be elidted and how itisto
be nieasured determines the design of a test.
Norm-Referenced vs. Criterion Referenced tests
Generally, tests such as the one that has been designed for thestudy athand
are designed for oneof twopurposes—to compare a subject's performance against
his or herpeers, or tocompare a subject's performance against a setstandard. An
example ofa testthatcompares a student against thatstudent's peers is theTOEFL
mentioned above. An exampleof a test that compares a student's performance
against a set standardis a classroom final exam. Tests that are designed tomeasure
a student's performance amonga groupof individuals are referred to asNorm-
Referenced (NR) tests because the individual's test results are "interpreted with
reference to the performanceof a givengroup, the norm. The 'norm group' is
tj^ically a largegroup of individuals whoare similar to the individualsfor whom
the test is designed" (Bachman, 1990, p. 72). NR test results provide a mean, or
average, scorewithwhichan individual's test score is compared. Also, the
individual's score can be used to compare that individual's performance with others.
On the other hand, Criterion-Referenced (CR) tests are designed to measure
an individual's performance against a "criterion level of ability" (p. 74), in other
words, a pre-set standard. Occasionally, a CR test is designed with a cut-off score
which determines failure or success of a level of ability. The two most important
distinctions between NR and CR tests are
(1) in their design, construction and development; and (2) in the scales they yield
and the interpretation of the scales.NR tests are designed and developed to
maximize distinctions between individual test takers.... CR tests are designed to
be representative of specified levels of ability...and the [test] items will
selected according to how adequately they represent these ability levels.... NR
test scores are interpreted with reference to the performance of other individuals
on thetest, [but] CR test scores areinterpreted asindicators ofa level ofability or
degree of mastery", (p. 75)
However, this doesn't mean thatNR and CR tests are necessarily mutually exclusive.
Tests can exhibit characteristics ofboth. Thetest designed for the study at hand, for
example, is intended toexhibit characteristics ofboth NR andCR tests.
A brief introduction to construct validity
Problems do arise with testing. The most important question to arise is does a
testmeasurewhat it claims tomeasure? This question is about construct validity.
Tests are designed toelicit certain behaviors. The behavior that is of most interest in
this study is test performance ina test ofESL academic reading. The question
remains as to howaccurately, if at all, thetest thathasbeen designed measures what
it is designed tomeasure. One mustconsider thefact thathuman behavior may
resultfrom the interaction ofmultiple abilities. Therefore, it is extremely difficult to
determine if the ability that hasbeenmeasured witha test is actually the ability that
it was intended to measure. There is no guaranteedmethod that will ensure that the
ability thatisdesired tobemeasured is actually measured. Instead, the designer ofa
test must use a theoretical definition of the abilityalong with the empirical results of
a test in order to determine whether the test has measured the desired ability.
However,even with a high levelof empirical support that the test measured the
defined ability, there still is no guarantee.
The problem of constructvalidity that has been discussed here is the resiilt of
the unavoidable problem of errors being introduced into a testing situation. Errors
can result from many different sources, from not properly or adequately defining
the ability being measured to test questions that don't properly or adequately
sample the ability being measured to distractions in the testing environment that
8prevent subjects from giving their full attention to the test. Not adequately defining
the ability beingmeasured can introduce error by allowing the possibility of other
(possibly unrelated abilities) to be includedmthe ability in question. Questions that
don't properly sample the ability are likely to be sampling something else, which in
turn leads to tlie introduction of error. Distractions can cause error due the fact tliat
a test taker my have difficulty keeping her attention on the task athand—the test
could end upbecoming a test of patience. Because of the questionability of the
construct of a test (whether or not it ismeasuring what it was designedtomeasure)
andtheresults it produces (are theresults anindication ofwhatwas tobemeasured,
or was there some other factor that produced the results), the presenceof error is
tmavoidable. The goal then is to reduce theamount oferror thatis introduced into a
test.
Authenticity and tests
The need to overcome the errors that are introduced into a test leads into
another area of concern with tests, especially in language tests such as the one that
has been created for this study. This is the issue of authenticity. Authenticity in a
test is how well a test samples an ability as it would be used in a natural setting.
This is importantbecause it is desired for a test tomeasureas closely as possible the
same ability that a student would use in a natural setting. Bachman (1990) discusses
two approaches to defining authenticity:
[T]he 'real-life' (RL) approach to defining authenticity essentially considers the
extent to which test performance replicates some specified non-test language
performance. This approach thus seeks to develop tests that mirror the 'reality' of
non-test language use, and its prime concerns are: (1) the appearance or
perception of the test and how this may affect test performance and test use
.. .and (2) the accuracy with which test performance predicts future non-test
performance (predictive utility).... The other approach...[is] the
'interactional/ability' (lA) approach [which] focuses on what it sees as the
distinguishing characteristic ofcommunicative language use—the interaction
between thelanguage user, the context, andthediscourse, (p. 301-2)
Here Bachman is noting the importance ofdeveloping tests that replicate as
closely aspossible natural language and how it isused ina natural setting. It
will beextremely difficult to replicate a 'real life' reading environment, after all,
people choose toread inmany different environments. We can, however,
replicate the 'interactional/ability' by including on the test reading passages that
replicate 'real life' reading material. The 'interactional/ability' that isbeing
assumedfor the designof the test for thestudy at hand is one in whichstudents
read passages ofextended lengthfromvarious sources, e.g., textbooks and
journals. By designing a test that includes passages ofextended length from
texts and journals that areusedat ISU, it ishoped that a setting similar to the
natural setting described above hasbeen achieved. This mayreduce some of the
error introduced by the testing process.
The need for reliability and validity
The problem of error in test scoresdiscussed above is one reason why test
scores must be examined. This is done by estimating the reliability of the test scores.
Reliability in its simplest form is a "qualityof test scores" (Bachman, 1990, p. 24).
Reliability deals "with the consistency of...[a measure]...across different times, test
forms, raters, and other characteristics of the measurement context". Since there is
likely to be several sources of internal and external errors (such as those discussed
earlier) in any measurement, it is strongly advised that test users determine sources
of error and the effects these errors have on test scores. This is carried out by
"making judgments based on an adequate theory of sources of error" (p. 24). Just
how these sources of error affect test scores "is a matter of empirical research" (p.24).
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Of further importance in this discussion is the issue ofinternal consistency.
Internal consistency is concerned with how consistent test takers performances on
different parts of a test arewith each other (Bachman, 1990). Itis ameasure of how
well testitems aremeasuring thesame construct. Inconsistencies in performance on
different parts can be aresult of several factors. For a reading test such as the one
that has been designed for this study, possible sources ofperformance inconsistency
may becaused bydiffering passage lengths ordifficulty, inconsistent question
formats, diverse passage topics, organizational pattern ofpassages or questions, etc..
Sources of error suchas thesemay affect testperformance randomlywhichmay in
turn affect test scores. So the more sources of error that can be identified and
eliminated, themore consistent testperformance shouldbe and themore reliable
test results will be.
Validity in its simplest form is theextent towhich decisions madeusing test
scores aremeaningful, appropriate anduseful (American Psychological Association,
1985). In general, a test that hasbeen shown tobevalid isvalidonlyfor thepurpose
forwhichit was designed to be used. If a test is used for a purpose other than its
original purpose, thevalidity of the new test use mustbeevaluated. Because ofthe
concern with measuring only what is intended to bemeasured, it is important when
examining the meaningfulness of test scores to demonstrate that they are not
affectedby factors other than the abilitybeing tested (Bachman, 1990) This sounds
very much like reliability—which in fact it is. As such, it can be seen that reliability
and validity are interrelated.
A high level of validity for a test used for its intended purpose is an
indication that the possibility exists that the ability that was desired to be measured
was actually measured and that unwanted factors have been reduced or eliminated.
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Again, aswasnoted earlier, because wecannot beabsolutely surethatwhatwas
measuredwas actually what was desired to bemeasured, we canonlymake
inferences about results test results. Bachman (1990) further notes tliat if a test score
is affected by errors, then it will not bemeaningful and cannot be used a basis for
valid interpretation or use. Subsequently, a testscore that is not reliable due to the
effectof errors cannot be valid. In other words, reliability isa necessary condition for
validity.
The new view of validity
Recently, there has been a shift in researchers' view of validity. They are
moving away from the old static view of a validated test—atest that has been
proven valid for all time and can be used without further examination—to a new
dynamic view of validity. This new view considers validation to be an ongoing
process of gathering evidence and making justifications for test interpretations and
uses. This process requires researchers and test users to examine closely the results
of the measurement devices they use (Chapelle, 1994; Messick, 1989).
Central to the definition of validity is construct validity. Construct validity is
the extent to which test performance is consistent with predictions that are made on
the basis of a theory of abilities, or constructs (Bachman, 1990). In other words, it is
the extent to which a test measures what is designed to measure. Messick (1980)
describes construct validation as "a process of marshaling evidence to support the
inference that an observed [performance] has a particular meaning" (p. 1015).
Using Messick's 1989definition of validity, Chapelle (1994) discusses six
different types of construct validity evidence: (1) content evidence, which is the
"judgments ofexperts concerning the ability that test itemsmeasure"; (2) empirical
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item atuilysisf which is the "observation and analysis of learners' performance on [a]
test" as well as examination of "statistical item difficulty ([alongwith] other item
statistics) and qualitative response analysis"; (3) empirical task analysis, which is the
"qualitative research which probes the problem-solving processes of learners"; (4)
internal test structure, whichis "the extent towhichpatternsof empirical internal
consistency realize theoretical expectations"; (5) correlational studies, which isthe
investigation of therelationships between performance onmore thanone test in
addition to the"relationships between a test andbehavior inothercontexts"; and (6)
experimental research, which allows examination of"hypotheses about test
performance bysystematically modifying test conditions to verify that observed test
performance behaves inconcertwith theory-based predictions" (pp. 168-76).
For this study, content evidence, empirical item analysis, internal test
structure, and experimental research will beexamined. Content evidence willbe
examined by considering howwell items on the test created for this study measure
what they are supposed tomeasure. Theempirical itemanalysis evidence will
examine how well test takers performanceson test items match difficulty
predictions. Internalconsistency, whichis dependenton the internal structureof the
test,will be used to provide evidence that test itemsadhere to the same structural
relations as those hypothesized by the construct they represent. Experimental
research evidence will be examined by comparing the performance of non-native
speakers versus native speakers.
The new validity and the study at hand
The new view of validity will be used for the study at hand. This study will
use the results of the reading test that has been developed to demonstrate the
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content validity of the test. However, to argue the overall vaUdity of the test, other
pieces of evidence will need to be gathered. Messick (1989) argues that "[vjalidity is
an integrated evaluative judgment of the degree to which empirical evidence and
theoretical rationales support the adequacy and appropriateness ofinterpretations
and action basedon test scores" (p. 13). Henotes tiiat"validity is an evolving
property and [that] validation is acontinuing process" (p. 13). The rationales,
according to Messick, include things such as relevance and utility of a test within its
context, andvalue implications andsocial consequences oftestuse. The relevance
and utility of a test refer toits usefulness. Value implications are associated with
professionals opinions oftheconstruct a test measures. The more agreement
between testconstruct and professional opinion, thestronger the argument for
validity. Social consequences are the effects that test use has onthe context inwhich
it is used. Graphically, the facets ofvalidity can beportrayed as in Figure 1.
VAUDITY
JUSTIFICATIONS FORTESTINGOUTCOMES
EVIDENCE CONSEQUENCES INTERPRETATION
construct relevance value social
validity and implications consequences
utility
USE
Figure 1. Messick's facets of validity (1989) as portrayed by Chapelle (1994).
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The purpose of the test
The test I have developed for this study is a test ofEnglish asa Second
Language (ESL) academic reading ability. The test is part of athree part battery that
makes up the English PlacementTest (EFT) atIowa State University. The other tests
included in thisbatteryare a test ofv^itingability and a testoflistening
comprehension. This test isadministered to all incoming graduate and
undergraduate international students.
Thepurposeof the reading testis togive indications of incoming
international students' ESL academic readingability. Theindications are used in
order to single out those students whose reading ability maycause them trouble in
their academic programs. These studentsare placed in a class designed to improve
academic reading ability.
Towards defining the construct of the test
In order to investigate the construct validityof the test that has been
designed, the construct the test is intended tomeasure mustfirstbe defined. For the
development of the test, I theorizedESL academic reading comprehensionas
consisting of four separate components: vocabulary ability, the ability to identify
main ideas, the ability to identify supporting ideas, and the ability to make
inferences. These four components contributed to the construction of the test by
determining what types of items would be used to test these characteristics. Four
types of questions, each type designed to measure the different theorized
components of the model, appear on the test. The overall test, then, actually consists
of four subtests designed to measure each of the components of the model.
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Thismodel of ESL academic reading was theorized on research I have done in
addition towhatI teach myESL students. Now Iwill examine the trends in reading
comprehension both for English asa first language and English asa second
language tosee where themodel I have created fits inwith theresearch in reading
comprehension.
I found that a review of the literature finds a seemingly infinite number of
readingcomprehensionmodelsboth in English as a first language and English as a
secondlanguage. Rather than reviewall of themodels that have been created,I
have chosen to review some of the approaches taken. This provides a more
meaningful interpretationfor themodel ofreadingcomprehension that I chose to
develop for this test.
Reading comprehension (Englishas a first language)
A separation in the views on the concept of reading comprehension began in
the early part of this century. The divisionwas between those who considered
reading to be a holistic general-factor process (e.g.,Thorndike, 1917a,1917b, 1917c)
and those who considered reading to be a multiple-factor process (e.g..Gray, 1917)
and this split exists up to this day. Holistic general-factor is a somewhat misleading
name in that some of the theories that fall into this category actually hypothesize
two components. Rost (1993) claims that there are researchers who take a middle-of-
the-road approach dividing reading into two factors the first of which is associated
with vocabulary knowledge and the second of which is associated with general
reading comprehension or inferential reading. I, however, find little difference
between the middle-of-the-road theories and the holistic general-factor theories, so I
will consider these two approaches to be in one categorywhich despite its
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misleading nattire Iwill continue to call holistic general-factor theories. What
follows is a briefdiscussion of the twoviews of readingcomprehension that exist
today: the holistic general-factor process theory and the multiple-factor process
theory.
The best place to start the discussion of the views of reading comprehension
iswith the work of Thorndike (1917a, 1917b, 1917c). He analyzed errors produced
by students who were asked to answer questions about short paragraphs they had
just read. He saw the evidence for two levels of processing. The first was aword
level process and the second was aprocess he referred to as reasonings. He held the
opinion ofmany others at that time that reading was a"compounding of habits (p.
323), but he refused to statethat reading wasthecombination of subskills. Instead,
his evidence suggested tohim that more than one level ofprocessing was involved
with reading.
Thurstone (1946) in his factor analysis of a nine componentmodel of reading
comprehension proposed by Davis (1944) foimd that a single factor (reading ability)
could account for variance in the nine subtests tiiat Davis used in his test of reading
comprehension. Davis argued that they tested nine different skills; however,
Thurstone claimed his studyindicated a lack ofevidence supporting Davis' model.
R.L. Thorndike (1973-74) used factor analyses, correlational studies, and stability
studies of difficulty in reading test items under translation from one language to
another to demonstrate that a wide variety of tests seemed to show only two
processes involved with reading—reasoning and decoding. These results were in
support of the findings by E.L. Thorndike in 1917. Vacca (1980) did a study of
approaches to teaching reading. His study indicated that students who received
instruction in the subskills approach did no better than students who were taught
17
the holistic approach toreading. He concluded that for pedagogical purposes there
appears to be no argument for splitting reading into subskills. Vemon (1962) in his
study of108 male subjects from the U.S. and Britain fotmd through afactor analysis
that two main processes could account for amajority ofthevariance observed—a
vocabulary ability and a reading ability. Pettit and Cockriel (1974) did a study of
sixth grade students who were given two tests of reading, one a test ofliteral
reading consisting ofsix subskills and the other a test ofinferential reading
consisting offive subskills. Afactor analysis revealed that thetwo tests were infact
measuring twodistinct factors. Justas in theVemon study,a patternof two
processes accounting formostof thevariance emerged.
In contrast to the holistic theorists were theorists like William Gray (1917)
who felt that readingwas the combination ofmanydifferent components. Theyfelt
that thesecomponents wereseparatefrom oneanotherand couldbe tested
individually. Davis (mentionedabove) after a survey of literature hypothesized that
reading involves nine separate subskills:
1. Knowledge of word meanings.
2. Ability to select the appropriate meaning for a word or phrase
in the light of its particular contextual setting.
3. Ability to follow the organization of a passage and to identify
antec^ents and references in it.
4. Ability to select the main thought of a passage.
5. Ability to answer questions that are specificSly answered ina
passage.
6. Ability to answer questions that are answered in a passage but
not in the words in which the question is asked.
7. Ability to draw inferences from a passage about its contents.
8. Ability to recognize the literary devices used in a passage and to
determine its tone and mood.
9. Ability to determine a writer's purpose, intent, and point of
view, i.e., to draw inferences about a writer, (p. 186)
Johnson (1949) in her survey of literature available at that time also hypothesized the
existenceof several different components emerging in reading comprehension.
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Someof the more commoncomponents she noted were vocabulary ability,
inferential ability, and organizational skills. Davis (1972) in a surveyofreading tests
foimd manyof these tests tested several common skills. The components thatwere
listed most often were vocabulary, inferential ability, understanding statements that
support central thought (supporting ideas), andrecognizing central thought (i.e., the
thesis). Spearitt (1972) designed a test to investigate the eightsubskills that Davis
proposedin 1968. In thismodelDavis included recalling wordmeanings; drawing
inferences about the meaning of a word from context; finding answers to questions
stated explicitly or in paraphrase;weaving togetherideas into the content; drawing
inferences from the content; recognizinga writer's purpose, attitude, tone, and
mood; identifying a writer's techniques; and following the structure of a passage. A
factor analysis revealed that most of the variance couldbe accounted for by four
factors: recallingword meanings; drawing inferences about the meaning of a word
from context; recognizing a writer's purpose, attitude, tone, and mood; and
following the structure of a passage.
A review of the multi-factor theories reveals that many common traits exist in
these theories: vocabulary knowledge, inferential ability, organization and structural
knowledge, understanding statements that support the main topic, and grasping the
writer's purpose. Some of these are components that are also seen in the model of
reading comprehension used for the study at hand.
Reading compiehension (English as a second language)
The history of reading study in Englishas a second language is not quite so
lengthyas it is for reading in English as a first language. Theimportance of reading
in English as a second language began to be seen in the late 1960s with the sudden
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increase of ESL students,both here in theU.S. and in Britain. Theresearch
conducted drew heavily from research that was being done inreading English as a
first language and this is still true today (Grabe, 1991). Researchers such as
Goodman (1967) and Smith (1971) led theway. Themodels that these researchers
were proposing were drastically different from what had been seen inthe English as
a first language research of the preceding seven decades. These models were based
on anew psycholinguistic approach to reading. According to Grabe (1991),
Goodman proposed that reading is more than a"process ofpicking upmformation
from the page letter-by-letter" (376-77). It is a "selective process" (377) meaning that
readers don't examinewords in detail; instead, they bring background knowledge to
the reading andpredict information, sample the text and confirm predictions. This
approach toreading iswhat isknown as tiie top-down approach because it focuses on
higher levels ofmental processing. Researchers noted that thepureform oftop-
downwould require no text, so these also became known as interactive approaches
because theyactually hypothesized aninteraction between information in the text
and thebackgroundknowledge of the reader. In opposition to thesewere the earlier
models that had been used—models that focused on letter and word recognition.
These models are known as hottom-up models.
Researchers such as Clarke and Silberstein (1977) and Coady (1979) saw the
importance of including the lower levelmental processeswhen instructing ESL
reading students. Approaches that combine bottom-up and top-down processing
are also called interactive by Grabe (1989,1991). The models of reading that have
resulted from the numerous theories is almost countless and would fill an entire
book (for a review of a few of the major models, see Samuels &Kamil (1984)).
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As was mentioned earlier, much of the research that is being done today in
ESL reading comes out of research done in readingEnglish as a first language.
Several things havebecome clear from bothEnglish asa second language and
English as a first languagereading. Forone thing, themodelscreatedare numerous,
and for another, the process of readingis complex and difficult to understand. This
has leadmany researchers backto trying to identifycomponentsof the reading
process (as was done in research earlier in the century). Grabe(1991) mentions that
research has lead to the proposal of "six general component skills and knowledge
areas:
1. Automatic recognition skills
2. Vocabulary and structural knowledge
3. Formal discourse structure knowledge
4. Content/world background knowledge
5. Synthesis and evaluation skills and strategies
6. Metacognitive knowledge and skills monitoring" (p. 379)
Automatic recognition skills are skills used in identifying shapes of letters and
words. This skill is referred to as automatic because the reader is unaware of the use
of these skills. Vocabulary and structxaral knowledge is the knowledge of the
meanings of words and knowledge of how words can be put together to form
discourse. Formal discourse structure (or formal schemata) knowledge is
knowledge of how a whole text is organized, for example expository, comparison-
contrast, etc. Content/world background knowledge (content schema) is the prior
knowledge text-related information that a reader brings to a text. Synthesis and
evaluation skills and strategies are those skills and strategies used to "evaluate text
information and compare and synthesize it with other sources of
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information/knowledge" (381). It is thesynthesis and evaluation skills in particular
that helpa reader tomakepredictions aboutlater text development and
organization. Metacognitive knowledge andskills monitoring consists of
"knowledge about cognition and the self-regulation of cognition" (382). According
to Grabe, "Knowledge about cognition, includingknowledge about language,
involves recognizing patterns of structure and organization, and using appropriate
strategies to achieve specific goals... .As related to reading, thiswould include
recognizing themore important information in a text; adjusting reading rate;...using
search strategiesfor finding specific information;...andso on" (382).
Avague resemblance exists between the componentskills seen here and the
componentskillsseen in earliermodels such as those proposed by Davisin 1944 and
1968. In the components that Grabe outlines, however, much more emphasis is
placed on the reader and the knowledge a reader brings to a text. This, of course, is
a result of the shift to the more interactive approach to reading comprehension.
Before concluding the discussion on reading comprehension, one last issue
will be briefly discussed—the issue of the transfer of first language reading skills to a
second language. Research has been done to examine the transfer of skills from a
first language to a second language (see e.g. Koda (1988) and Singleton and Little
(1991)), but no definite conclusions have been made as to what skills are transferred
and to what extent these skills are transferred.
The model I have chosen
As was mentioned in the introduction of this paper, the model of ESL
academic reading that I have chosen derivesfrompersonal teachingexperience. In
my ESL classes, I have found it necessary to teachdetermining the main idea.
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locating supporting ideas, and making inferences about areading. Ihave on
occasion found teaching a little vocabulary toalso be of help tomy students. For
this reason, I have formulated a four component model ofreading comprehension
that consists ofvocabulary, identifyingmain ideas, identifying supporting ideas,
and making inferences. Research exists to support the inclusion of all four of these
components in a model ofreading comprehension.
One area ofagreement among all the theories, whether holistic ormulti-
factor, is thatvocabulary isone ofthe processes involved with reading. Inaddition
to the role ofvocabulary ina theoretical definition ofreading, there isanabundance
ofevidence to indicate that vocabulary is oneof the components of reading
comprehension. Vocabulary ability isknowing the definition ormeaning of aword.
Several studies have foimda strongrelationship between vocabulary and reading
ability. Laufer (1992), for example, found ahigh correlation between lexical
(vocabulary) level ina second language (L2) and L2 reading ability. Lewis (1987)
foimd vocabulary tobea good predictor ofreading performance. Also, a review of
the research of reading comprehension models I havedonereveals the consistent
view that reading involves vocabulary knowledge.
Evidence also exists to support including identifying main ideas as a part of
reading comprehension. The main ideais the thesis of a reading passage. The many
books on teaching reading in English as a first language that I have reviewed
(Alexander (1979); Alexander and Heathington (1988); Dechant (1991); Howards
(1980); Johns (1986); and Kennedy (1977) to name just a few) demonstrate the need to
include identifying main ideas as a component of reading comprehension.
There is also evidence to support including identifying supporting ideas as
one of the components in reading comprehension. Identifying supporting ideas is
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the ability to identify information that is important to the understanding of a
reading passage. Evidence is seen in the previously mentioned books on teaching
reading which all demonstrate the need for identifying supporting ideas as a
component of reading comprehension. And more evidence for including identifying
supporting ideas is seen in the review of multi-factor theories. Several of these
theories include identifying supporting ideas as one ofthe main components of
reading comprehension ability.
There is a great deal ofevidence tosupport inferendng asoneofthe
components ofreading comprehension. Inferencing is the ability touse information
provided ina reading passage to answer questions not directly related to the
passage. Olsen inhis 1985 study of third-graders found that good readers were
better at answering inferential questions thanwere poor readers. Davey and
Macready (1985) and Singer (1988) found much the same results—good readers
show abetter ability toanswer inferential questions than dopoorreaders. Afinal
argument for including inferencing as a component is thefact that themanyof tfie
models discussed so far include inferencingas a component of reading
comprehension.
The researchused to support themodel I am using is research in reading in
English as a first language. But, aswasmentioned earlier, muchof the research
done in ESL reading is based on the research done in reading in English as a first
language. Similarly,I am using research in reading in English as a first language to
support my model for reading in English as a second language.
The textbooks used to teach reading that I examined (see above) all suggested
first teaching vocabulary, then identifying main ideas, then identifying supporting
ideas, and finally making inferences. These textbooks also suggested teaching
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grammar. This was usually recommended after teaching vocabulary. However,
since wedonothave a grammar class in theEnglish department (this is taught in
theIntensive English Orientation Program), grammar was excluded from this test.
The order of teaching justmentionedseemsto imply certain levelsof
difficulty for each of thecomponents of thetest, andstudents performances on the
test should indicate this. Students should performbest on vocabulary items and
worst on inferencing items. This prediction of how students should perform on
items is referred to as an item difficultyprediction. Item difficulty predictions will
be used later to investigate for the construct validity of the test.
Muchof the researchsupporting mymodel that has been discussed so far is
English as a first language research. Now I willexaminehow mymodel fits in with
current research in reading in English as a second language. I will examine how my
model fits in with both the interactive models (I am speaking of models that are both
top-down and bottom-up) and the six components that Grabe speaks of (discussed
earlier in this section).
The model I have chosen exhibits characteristics of both top-down and
bottom-up processing. The top-down processing is seen in the inferencing
component. Inferencing will be influenced by the knowledge that the subjects bring
into the texts that they read. The bottom-up processing is seen in the vocabulary
component. Recognizing a word and recalling the meaning of the word are bottom
up processes. Identifying main ideas and supporting ideas fall in the middle of the
two processes. Knowing how a text is organized does seem to have some effect on
how well readers can recall text (see e.g. Conner (1984) and Carrell (1984)), Knowing
how a text is organized may help readers to better recognizewhere the main idea
and where supporting ideas will occur in the text. This can be seen as an interaction
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of two processes: previous knowledge of possible textual organizations that the
reader has brought to the test, and recognizing aparticular organization. Itwould
seem, then, that my model could be considered aninteractivemodel—several
components acting and interacting together.
Where do the components Ihave selected fit inwith components currentiy
considered to be important to the reading process? The Vocabulary component is an
easy fit. Itfits right inwith the vocabulary component that researchers consider to
be so important.
Where does theMain Idea componentfit in? Where this and the Supporting
Ideas component fit inisn't exactiy clear. It is possible they might fit inwith the
formal discourse component since recognizing the organization ofa text may aid
readers in locatingmainand supporting ideas. They could to someextent be
included in the metacognitive knowledge and skillsmonitoring component, too,
since recognizing important information ina text is partoftheknowledge of
cognition.
Where does the Inferencing componentfit in? It would probably best fit in
with the synthesis and evaluation skills and strategies component. Synthesis and
evaluation skills and strategiesconsists of the reader's abilityto evaluate the text and
make predictions about the information presented. These are the important parts in
inferencing, which is the ability to use information provided in a reading passage to
answer questions not directiy related to the passage.
It would appear, then, that the model I have chosen fits into both the
interactive and the component views of reading comprehension.
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Evaluation of reading tests
Generally, the research concerning the evaluation of reading tests has not
been favorable. For the most part, studies have done little tosupport the
interpretation of reading test scores. Aronson and Farr (1988) note that it is highly
important to remember that answering reading test questions is only an indication of
reading comprehension. As aresult, readmg comprehension is not actually
displayed—it is mferred from test results. Readence and Moore (1983) further note
that instandardized reading tests, examinees aren't allowed tojustify answers or
pose questions of their own—going back to the question of authenticity and,
therefore, test takers aren't in anatural setting. Stemberg (1991) strongly argues that
reading tests are not good indicators of real world reading ability. He provides a
table (see Figure 2) that identifies twelve differences between reading for a test and
reading inschool and everyday life. Though some of his ideas are excessive and/or
questionable, several (for example, the first three and the very last) are valuable
considerations in testing reading. By examining thedifferences from Stemberg's
analysis, it becomes clear that reading tests are poor examples ofauthentic language
use. Lyons (1984) continues theassault onreading tests from a different approach.
Heargues that theconstruct validity ofmany criterion-referenced standardized
reading tests is lowbysuggesting that since thecomponents thatmakeup the
readingprocess are not highlyagreed upon, the construct ofmany reading tests
(which are based on these components) is in question. He further argues that
extreme caution should be used when interpreting results from standardized
reading tests.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
Standard tests
Passages are short.
Learning from reading is
massed.
Recall is immediate.
Recall is entirely
intentional.
Comprehension is based on
a single type of question,
usually multiple choice.
The reasoning in the
passage is very tight.
Assessments measure
evaluation of arguments.
Reading passages tend to
be emotionally neutral.
Reading passages are often
unmotivating and boring.
Reading situations minimize
distractions.
Evaluations are for a single
purpose.
Students do the reading
because they have to.
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School/everyday life
Passages are moderate to long.
Learningfrom reading is distributed.
Recall is delayed.
Recall is largely incidental.
Comprehension is based on multiple
types of assessments.
The reasoning in the passage is
variable and often loose.
Assessments measure construction as well
as evaluation of argimients.
Readingpassages tend to be emotionally
charged.
Readingpassages are often motivating and
interesting.
Reading situations contain many
distractions.
Evaluations are for multiple purposes.
Students often (but not always) do the
reading because they want to.
Figiure 2. Sternberg's differences between reading for standardized tests and
reading for school and everyday life (1991, p.541).
Freedle and Kosten (1993), however, leave aside that problems of authenticity
and construct definition and argue construct validity from a different perspective.
Theywere able to demonstrate through predictions of item difficulty how evidence
for construct validity for somemultiplechoice reading tests (theyused the TOEFL
reading test as an example) can be gathered.
It is important to note thatFreedle andKosten usedpredictions ofreading
item difficulty asevidence toargue the construct validity oftheTOEFL reading test.
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Predictions of itemdifficulty is oneofthe types ofconstruct validity evidence that
was mentioned earlier (and is one of the typesof constructvalidity evidence that
will be used in this study). As canbe seen,Freedle and Kostenwere drawing upon
the new view of validity that has emerged—the view that validity is argued by
gathering evidence to justify testing outcomes.
The construct evidence that Freedle and Kosten examine is empirical item
analysis done through an examination of itemdifficulty predictions. Thestudy at
hand willgo somewhatbeyond the Freedle andKosten study and willexamine
three additional forms of construct validity evidence. As was mentioned earlier, this
studywill alsolookat content evidence, internal test structure,and experimental
research. These will help to investigate the construct validity of the test. However,
in order to demonstrate the validity of the test, other pieces of evidence will
ultimately need to be investigated. As was mentioned earlier, these are relevance
and utility, social consequences,and value implications. Although these pieces of
evidence were not investigated for this study, they will be discussed in terms of how
they could provide evidence for the validity of the test.
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METHOD
Partof thepurpose of this study is todiscuss thedevelopment ofa testofESL
academic reading ability based on amodel ofESL academic readingcomprehension
which includes the following:
1. Ability to recognize vocabulary meanings in context.
2. Ability to identify the main idea.
3. Ability to identify supporting ideas.
4. Ability to make inferences from a text.
The context for which the test was developed required a means of identifying
incoming international students who need further reading instruction from those
who don't The purpose of the test is to provide indications of students' ability so
that decisions can be made concerning which students need further reading
instruction.
This section will discuss the subjects used for the study and the procedure used
to develop the materials. This section will also discuss the procedure used for giving
the test and for analyzing the results.
Subjects
The subjects for the pilot tests were graduate and undergraduate international
students enrolled in their first semester at ISU. The 92 students who volunteered
were all enrolled in ESLacademic writing courses. A total of six sections of 15-16
students took part; two sections were graduate students and the rest were
undergraduates. The testwas given during the last twoweeks of class during the
Fall 1994 semester.
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Thesubjects for the final testwere graduate and undergraduate students
erwolled in their first semester at ISU. These 172 students all took the English
Placement Test (EPT) of which this test was a part. The first test was given the week
before theSpring1995 semester. Amakeup version of the EPT whichcontained the
same version of the reading test was given during the first week of the Spring
semester.
Thenative Englishspeakerswho took the test consistedof 42freshmen
enrolled in first and second semester freshmen composition classes in the Spring of
1995. These subjects took the test during class time at the end of the semester.
Materials
The pilot tests. To create the pilot tests, a list of guidelines (seeAppendix A)was
passed out to the ESL committee which consists of several ESL instructors. The
guidelines explained the process for gathering reading passages and for creating test
items. The passages gathered were all readings from actual texts and journals used
at ISU that members of the ESL committee felt were similar to those students would
likely encounter in the near future. The purpose for using these materials was to
create a representative sample of reading materials international students may
encounter at ISU. By presenting authentic texts to the students, I intended to reduce
some of the error introduced into the testing situation.
A total of twelve passages were gathered and from these a total of seven were
chosen by the ESL committee for the pretests: (1) Peter Paul Rubens, Flemish Artist
(from a journal called Artand Civilization) is a passage about a Flemish artist named
PeterPaulRubens; (2) Cyclamen in allTheir Infinite Variety (from a journal called
The Garden) isa passage about avariety offlower called the Cyclamen; (3) The Haber
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Process (from a textbook called Chemestry: The Central Science) is a passage about a
process for synthesizing ammonia directly from nitrogen and hydrogen; (4) The
Effect ofLaughter on theHuman Body (from a textbook called Walk, Amble, Stroll:
Vocabulary Building Through Domains) is a passage which discusses research doneon
theeffects of laughter; (5) PlantsasTherapy (from a bookcalledPlants asTherapy) is
a passage abouthorticulture therapy which isessentially using gardening asa
treatment for certain emotional and physical problems; (6)Culture Shock (from a
textbook calledPrinciples ofLanguage Learning andTeaching) is a passage discussing a
problem suffered by many individuals living in a culture other than their own; and
(7) Laboratory ResearchonWarnings (froma textbookcalledPsychology) is a
passage that discusses research done on warnings. For each of these passages,
questions were created to test the four identified components: vocabulary,
identif5dngmain ideas, identifying supporting ideas, and the ability to make
inferences (see Appendix Bfor a sample passage with questions). The seven
passages and their questions were split into two test versions each containing five
passages. Three passages were repeated on both versions of the test and the other
four were split between the two. Attention was given to creating two tests that
contained as closely as possible the same difficulty level and amount of reading.
Version 1 contained passages 1,2,5,6, and 7 with a total of 36 questions. Version 2
contained passages 3,4,5,6, and 7with a total of 38 questions.
The Test Evaluation Center at ISUdid item analyses on both versions of the
test. The item analyses of the pre-tests are given in Tables 1 and 2.
Item difficulty is the number of individuals correctly answering an item
divided by the total number of individualsanswering the item. Item discrimination
is a measure of how well an item separates the good test takers from the bad. Brown
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(1990) suggests that acceptable item difficulties range between .3 and .7 (p. 119). He
also suggests that item discriminations that fall between .3 and .39 are considered
reasonably good with some room for improvement, and he considers .4 and above to
beverygooditemdiscriminations (p. 120).
Both versions of the test produced results wewere hoping for. Both tests had
good internal reliability estimates and average scores for both tests were around
75%. Since the subjects taking the test had all scored 500 orbetter ontheTOEFL, we
expected average scores on this test tobefairly high.
Thefinal test. After receiving the item analyses, Imet with the ESL Placement
Coordinator and one oftheprofessors in the English department todetermine which
passages would be on the final version of the test. We wanted a test that would take
approximately 40 minutes for test subjects tocomplete. We decided that the final
versionof the test should contain four passages as opposed to five passagesas was
usedin eachof the pilottests. We chose passages that as awhole contained asmany
items aspossible thatmettheguidelines setbyBrown. We found tiiat thelastfour
passages ofpilot test version 2best met these requirements. We realized that a few
of the items were outside of Brown'sguidelines. Somehad rather high item
difficulties(well above .70 indicating the itemsmay have been too easy) and others
had item difficulties that were rather low. But overall, we felt the items were testing
the abilities they were designed to test. Sincewe were under a time constraint, we
chose to leave the items as they were. We decided to wait until results of the final
test came in to re-examine the items under question. The final test included
passages 4,5,6, and 7 and a total of thirty questions.
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Table 1. PHot test Version 1 item analysis
Number ofitems =36 Mean score =21.84 KR-20 —.78
Ttom Tfpm Hiffirultv Item discrimination
1 .58 .28
2 .91 .28
3 .96 -.09
4 .76 .25
5 .40 .11
6 .07 .06
7 .82 .15
8 .98 .37
9 .40 .15
10 .40 .20
11 .47 .09
12 .38 .20
13 .29 .36
14 .89 .50
15 .71 .45
16 .82 .58
17 .91 .29
18 .57 .40
19 .69 .39
20 .42 .19
21 .51 .15
22 .68 .43
23 .89 .42
24 .80 .47
25 .34 .34
26 .80 .19
27 .82 .57
28 .86 .49
29 .66 .36
30 .74 .86
31 .66 .75
32 .14 .36
33 .70 .82
34 .79 .90
35 .82 .93
36 .55 .71
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Table 2. PUot test Version 2 item analysis
Number of items = 38 Mean score = 26.02 KR-20 = .86
Item Item difficulty Item discrimination
1 .94 .42
2 .89 .45
3 .96 .11
4 .98 .35
5 .66 .11
6 .87 .20
7 .21 .15
8 .96 .00
9 .98 .34
10 .68 .19
11 .89 .42
12 .89 .42
13 .59 .15
14 .96 .26
15 .98 -.12
16 X-
*
17 .87 .77
18 .91 .50
19 .89 .75
20 .54 .55
21 .60 .56
22 .56 .53
23 .49 .14
24 .56 .35
25 .73 .56
26 .91 .72
27 .47 .38
28 .79 .37
29 .74 .60
30 .79 .58
31 .79 .67
32 .78 .94
33 .72 .80
34 .38 .54
35 .68 .84
36 .74 .94
37 .65 .75
38 .51 .54
*Answer was keyed incorrectly
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Procedure
As was mentioned previously, this test was given as part of the English
Placement Test (EFT). The EPT was given ina large lecture haU during the mid-
moming. The students had already completed a30-minute writing sample and a40-
minute listening comprehension test before they took the reading test. Each student
was given atest packet that included the reading test and acomputer answer form.
After receiving instructions, students read the passages and questions and
responded by filling inthe appropriate answer for each test item. The students were
allowed 40 minutes to complete the test though moststudentsfinished in30.
For thesake ofcomparison, the reading test was also given tonative speakers.
The native speakers took thetest during class time and were allowed 35 minutes.
Most completed the test in under 25 minutes. Test results anditem analyses for non-
native andnative speakers appear in theResults andDiscussion section of this
paper.
Analysis
The analysis of theresults included anexamination of the internal consistency
estimates (theKR-20s) which gave an indication of internal test structure, and item
difficulty predictions (discussed above) which served asan empirical itemanalysis.
Also included in the analysis was a judgmental examination of how well test items
measured the constructs theywereintendedtomeasure (content evidence), aswell
as comparisons between native and non-native speakerswhich served as
experimental research. These wereused to investigate the construct validity of the
test.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The internal structure of the testwill be examinedby observing the internal
consistency reliabilities for the overall test and for subtests composed ofitems
representing each of the components of the model. Internal consistency reliabilities
were determined byanitem analysis. The empirical item analysis will bedone by
examining performance oneach of the components andcomparing to the
performance that was theorized. This will be done by observing item difficulty
scores for each ofthe components. The content evidence will beexamined by
discussing howwell professionals involved withthe testfeel the test items are
measuring what they are intended tomeasure. Experimental research will bedone
bycomparing theperformance ofnative speakers to thatofthenon-native speakers.
This will represent theevidence needed toinvestigate theconstruct validity of the
test. But first, the overall results from the test will be discussed.
The overall results (non-native speakers)
The distribution of the overall test scores (see Figure 3) indicates that the
distribution is similar to an NR test thus justifying using NR item analysis
procedures. Thefigure alsodemonstrates what is known as a negative skewing.
Thismeans that many of the scores are clustered to the right side of the distribution.
Thereasonwhy this happened is due to the fact that all the subjects who took the
test scored at least 500 on the TOEFL (this is the minimum score required to be
admitted into ISU). Therefore, it is expected that many of the subjects will do well
on this test. Distributions for each of the components are also shown (see Figures 4-
7). The same type of distribution should be seen for each of the components as was
seen for the overall test, and for the same reason. As can be seen in Figures 4,6 &7
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this is what happened, atleast for vocabulary, identifying supporting ideas, and
inferendng. Itis difficult to make any conclusions regarding the distribution for
identifj^ngmain ideas (see figure 5) since there was only four items, although the
distribution seen takes on a form similar to the distributions seen for the other
components. Perhaps ifthere had beenmore main idea questions, the distribution
would have taken the same shape as seen in the other components.
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The outcome from anitem analysis ofthe test results for non-native speakers
appears in Table 3. Item analyses were also done for each of the components of the
model. These were done by clustering together items associated with each of the
four comp)onents of the model and treating each of the clusters as an individual test.
Table3, Itemanalysis results (non-native speakers)
Mean score = 22.56 (75%)
KR-20 = .81
Item Item difficultv Item discrir
1 .98 .09
2 .71 .51
3 .90 .42
4 .93 .42
5 .54 .36
6 .96 .24
7 .98 .21
8 .79 .39
9 .82 .45
10 .87 .54
11 .92 .27
12 .71 .44
13 .74 .40
14 .54 .41
15 .46 .38
16 .51 .50
17 .86 .35
18 .87 .43
19 .45 .45
20 .72 .30
21 .73 .46
?? .81 .35
23 .82 .82
24 .85 .38
25 .68 .54
26 .39 .32
27 .82 .60
28 .89 .42
29 .71 .43
30 .65 .41
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Results from theitem analyses for each ofthe components appear mTables 4-
7. The reliability estimates for each of the components were adjusted for a30 item
tests using the Spearman-Brown Formula (see Thomdike and Hagen (1977)).
Because ofthe way internal reliability estimates are figured, themore items thatare
ona test, themore accurate theinternal reliability estimate will be. The number of
test items onthesubtests ranges from 4to10. To achieve abetter approximation of
internal reliabilities for eachof the subtests,reliability estunateswere adjusted for 30
item tests (the same nimiber of items as on the overall test).
Theoverall results indicatea wide rangeof item difficulties, although many
are in the range desired (between .30 and .70). And for themost part, item
discriminations fall in the desired range (.30 and above). Although it seemsevident
that some items maybe tooeasy, it does appear that the items arediscriminating
well between those who did well on the test and those who didn't.
What follows now is a discussionof the four pieces of construct validity
evidence that will be used for investigating the construct validity of the test.
Content evidence
The first step in arguing for construct validity will be in examining content
evidence. Content evidence is the judgments of experts concerning the ability that
test items measure. Each of the test items is designed to measure one of four
hypothesized components of reading ability—identifying vocabulary in context,
identifying main ideas, identifying supporting ideas, and making inferences. It was
experts (who were members of the ESL committee) who created the test questions
and all were satisfied that the questions were testing what they were created to test.
Also, the experts who created the final version of the test were in agreement that the
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items included on the final versionof the testwere testingwhat they were designed
to test. There was consensus, then, among those whocreated and implemented this
test that the test items weretesting the individual hypothesized components ofESL
academic reading. It is important to note, though, that this consensus was among
those who created and implemented thetest. Experts outside of testcreation and
implementationwould have to be questioned in order to complete the investigation
of the content validity of this test.
Internal test structure
The nextstep in arguing for construct validity is an examination of the
internal structure of the test. Thiswas done by examining the reliabilities achieved
with this test. The overall results from the non-native speakers indicate that the test
has a fairly high level of internal consistency (KR-20 = .81). This indicates that the
items seem to all be measuring the sameconstruct. Although several of the items
have rather high item difficulty level (ahigh item difficulty levelmeans the item
mayhavebeen too easy), mostof the itemdiscriminations fall within tiieguidelines
suggested byBrown (mentioned earlier). The internal consistency estimates for each
of the componentsare respectably high aswell. Theobserved reliabilityfor the
vocabulary component was .43, for the main idea component it was .35, for the
supporting idea component it was .65, and for the inferencing component it was .57.
When adjusted for 30item tests, these rose to .76, .80, .86and ,80 respectively (see
Table8). Again, these are all acceptable levelsof internal consistency indicating that
items in each of the subtests are reliably measuring the same construct as other items
in the same subtest.
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Fiirther content evidence could begathered bycorrelating eachof the subtests
with similar tests that are establishedmeasuresofeachof the hypothesized
components of ESL academic reading. Ahigh level of correlation between the
subtests and other established measures would further strengthen the argimient that
each ofthesubtests is testing a different component ofESL academic reading ability.
Table4. Itemanalysis ofvocabulary items(non-native speakers)
Mean score = 5.86 (83%)
KR 20 (adjusted for 30 items) = .76
Item Item difficulty Item discrimination
4 .93 .42
6 .96 .24
7 .98 .21
11 .92 .27
14 .54 .41
20 .72 .30
27 .82 .60
Table 5. Item analysis of main ideas items (non-native speakers)
Mean score = 3.15 (79%)
KR 20 (adjusted for 30 items) = .80
Item Item difficulty Item discrimination
1 .98 .09
9 .82 .45
16 .51 -.50
24 .85 .38
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Table 6. Item analysis ofsupporting ideas items (non-native speakers)
Mean score = 6.70 (74%)
KR20 (adjusted for 30 items) = .86
Item Item difficulty Item discriminarion
2 .71 .51
3 .90 .42
10 .87 .54
12 .71 .44
17 .86 .35
18 .87 .43
21 .73 .46
25 .68 .54
26 .39 .32
Table 7. Item analysisof inferencingitems (non-nativespeakers)
Mean score = 6.85 (68%)
KR 20 (adjusted for 30 items) = .80
Item Item difficulty Item discrimination
5 .54 .36
8 .79 .39
13 .74 .40
15 .46 .38
19 .45 .45
22 .81 .35
23 .82 .82
28 .89 .42
29 .71 .43
30 .65 .41
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Empirical item analysis
The next step inargtiing the for construct validity will beanempirical item
analysis. The texts that I examined (see above) which are used toteach reading
assume a specific order for learning each ofthe abilities measured in this test.
Generally, thepattern is to teach vocabulary first followed later by teaching to
recognize main and supporting ideas followed by teaching to make inferences from
texts. There seems to be levels of difficultyassociatedwith each of these
components. The easiest level appears tobevocabulary—the most difficult is
inferendng. It follows, then, that the subjects should dobeston thevocabulary
component andworst on theinferendng component. Although item difficulties
varied greatly within each component (see Tables 4-7), theaverage scores for each of
the four components (see Table 8) are consistent withpredictions about how subjects
would performon eachof the components. It is seenthat the test takershad more
success correctly answering vocabulary items than main idea items. Theyhad more
success correctly answering main idea items than they did supporting idea items.
And they had more success correctly answeringsupporting idea items than they did
inferendng items. Theseresults provide further evidence for the constructvalidity
of the test.
Table 8. Summary of components (non-native speakers)
Component Mean KR-20 (adjusted for 30 items)
Vocabulary 5.86 (83%) .76
Main Idea 3.15 (79%) .80
Supporting Ideas 6.70 (74%) .86
Inferendng 6.85 (68%) .80
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Experimental research
The final piece of evidence used to demonstrate the construct validity of the
test isexperimental research. This was done by comparing the results of native
speakerswith non-nativespeakers.
The results for thenative speakers was rather surprising. It was expected that
native speakers would outperform non-native speakers. Instead, the native speakers
scored somewhat lower; however, a t-test indicated that the difference was not
statistically significant. An item analysis ofthe test results appears inTable 9. The
distribution of scores (see Figure 8)and itemdifficulties and discriminations were
very pimilar tonon-native speakers. Interestingly though, the native speakers did
not follow the same patternconcerning thecomponents (see Tables 10-13 for a
component bycomponent breakdown ofitem difficulties andTable 14 for a
summary of the components). Fornative speakers, themain ideas componentsaw
thehighest score (80%) followed by thevocabulary component (77%), the
inferendng component (68%), and thesupporting ideas component (67%). Partof
the reason for this was the fact that both the vocabiilary and the supporting ideas
components had some itemswith unusually low scoreswhich brought the averages
for these two components down. When these items are excluded, much the same
pattern occurs for both native and non-native speakers.
Are the results from the native speakers a cause for alarm? Actually, no.
There are at least a couple of possible reasons for the results that were seen:
1. The native speakers were not highly motivated to do well on the test. Many
native speakers hurried through the test simply to finish quickly in order to be able
to leave class early. For example, one of the native speakers achieved a score of only
four. This is a good indication that some of native speakers were appl5ang little, if
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any, effort. Itis possible, therefore, that some native speakers simply guessed at
manyof the itemsinsteadof tryingto figure out correct answers.
2. The non-native speakers consisted ofboth graduate andundergraduate
students. And of the imdergraduatestudents, several alreadyhad one, two,ormore
years of college experience. Also, international students atISU tend to be the higher
achieving students from their coimtries. The native speakers were all
undergraduates in theirfirst or second semester ofcollege. They wereamore
eclectic mixconsisting ofbotii highand lowachieving students. Abettermatched
setofnon-native and nativespeakers (for example, if the non-native speakers were
allfreshmen, too) mayproduce results more like whatwasoriginally expected—
native speakers outperforming non-native speakers.
All of thesefactors added together indicate that although more research shouldbe
done, there is no cause for alarm for the results that were seen.
One interesting result does appear. Thenative speakers did worse on the
vocabulary component thandid thenon-native speakers. Subsequently, theydid
worse on the overall test. This is what would be expected after examining the
research I did earlier. Whether or not this was pure coincidence is not clear.
It would appear, then, that the experimental evidence doesn't support test
validity—at least on the surface. Additionalexperimental researchneeds to be done.
Further experimental research may provide better evidence for construct validity.
For example, the test could be given first without the passages (passage-out), and
then with the passages (passage-in). The differences in scores could be compared to
determine how much of an effect including the passages has on test scores.
Statistically significantly higher passage-in scores would provide strong
experimental evidence that the test is actually testing reading ability.
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Table 9 Item analysis results (native speakers)
Mean = 21.2 (71%)
KR20 = .86
Item Item difficulty Item discrimination
1 .95 .59
2 .59 .24
3 .98 .03
4 .80 .66
5 .85 .59
6 .85 .27
7 .95 .57
8 .90 .74
9 .71 .57
10 .93 .47
11 .90 .33
12 .29 .33
13 .73 .28
14 .63 .28
15 .29 .40
16 .71 .52
17 .88 ,35
18 .76 .38
19 .66 .37
20 .49 .46
21 .71 .30
22 .63 .46
23 .73 .58
24 .73 .40
25 .63 .61
26 .28 .29
27 .49 .46
28 .77 .65
29 .69 .74
30 .59 .51
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Table 10. Results from vocabulary items (native speakers)
Item Item difficulty Item discrimination
4 .80 .66
6 .85 .27
7 .95 .57
11 .90 .33
14 .63 ,28
20 .49 .46
24 .79 .80
Table 11. Results from main idea items (native speakers)
Item Item difficulty Item discrimination
1 .95 .59
9 .80 .66
16 .71 .52
24 .73 .40
Table 12. Results from supporting idea items (native speakers)
Item Item difficulty Item discrimination
2 .59 .24
3 .98 .03
10 .93 .47
12 .29 .33
17 .88 .35
18 .76 .38
21 .71 .30
25 .63 .61
26 .28 .29
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Table 13. Results from inferencingitems (nativespeakers)
Item Item difficulty Item discrinunation
5 .85 .59
8 .90
.74
13 .73 .28
15 .29 .40
19 .66 .37
22 .63 .46
23 .73 .58
28 .77 .65
29 .69 .74
30 .59 .51
Table14 Summary of components (native speakers)
Component Mean score
Vocabulary 5.41 (77)%
Main Idea 3.19(80)%
Supporting Ideas 6.05 (67)%
Inferencing 6.84 (68)%
The first three pieces ofevidence gathered provide strong evidence for the
construct validity ofthetest. The performance ofthe native speakers, at least onthe
surface, seems to contradict the constructvalidityof the test. However, it is hard to
determine if thepoorperformance ofthenative speakers wasdue to theconstruct
the test was based on or on factors other than the test takers' language ability. The
nativespeakers werenot well matched to the non-native speakers and they had
nothing to loseby performing poorlyon the test. A similar poolof nativeand non-
nativespeakers and a similar level ofmotivation may likely seean increase in the
scores for native speakers.
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Limitations on the construct validity of the test
The construct validity thathas been investigated is applicable only to this
particular testing situation. When the test is given again, the process ofgathering
evidence to investigate construct validity will needto be donealloveragain.
Several issues contribute to tiiis line of reasoning. First, the subjects taking the test
will be different, which will result in different internal consistencies which could
effect the appearance of theinternal structure ofthetest, Agroup thatproduces
lower reliability scores (which aremeasures of internal consistency) could bringinto
question theinternal structure ofthetest since the internal consistency ofthetest
provides evidence for the internal structure. Second, theexperts using the testmay
change theiropinions ofwhatESL academic reading consists of; or for thatmatter,
the experts using the testmaynot be the sameexperts. This would reducethe value
of the decisionsmade. Third, further researchmay indicate that the performance of
both the non-native and native speakers was due to something other than academic
reading ability. Further research may indicate the test is actually measuring
somethingother than academic reading ability, whichcould explainwhy native
speakersdid worse than non-nativespeakers. As canbe seen,becauseof all of the
changes that can occur from one testing situation to another, a test that has shown to
be valid for one testing situation cannot be assumed to be valid for another.
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CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper has been twofold. First was anexamination of the
process of developing the test that was used for this study. Second was an
examination of theprocess ofgathering construct validity evidence. For this
particular study, four pieces of evidence were examined: content evidence, empirical
item analysis, internal test structure, andexperimental research.
Aswas demonstrated in this paper, two importantconsiderations must be
observed when creating andvalidating a test. First is thecontext inwhich a testwill
beusedand second is thepurposeof the test. For thestudy at hand, the context of
the test was one in which international students who need further instruction in ESL
reading need tobeseparated from those who don't. The purpose of the test was to
give anindication ofstudents' ESL academic reading ability sothatdecisions could
bemade concerningwhich students are in need of further reading instruction.
Test development process
Once the contextand purpose of the testwere established,a hypothetical
modelas a representation ofESL academic readingability. Fromthismodel,
passages were selected and items werecreated thatwould test the individual
components of the model.
Construct validity inquiry process
From test results, conclusions were made concerning the internal structure of
the test. In addition to this, predictions concerning item difficulties were confirmed.
These became two of the three pieces of evidence that were used to demonstrate the
construct validity of the test. The third piece of evidence was an examination of
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content evidence. Although thelevel ofagreement between experts associated with
the test development processwas not investigated, therewas some consensus
among the experts that the test items seemed tobetesting the constructs they were
supposed to. The final piece ofevidence was anexamination ofexperimental
research. The test was administered to native speakerswith the expectationthat the
native speakers would perform better. This wasn't thecase—^non-native speakers
out-performed native speakers. Itwas theorized that theresults ofthenative
speakers maynotbea good indication oftheir actual academic reading ability.
Although the first threepieces of construct evidence gathered justified the construct
validity of the test for academic reading ability, thefourth piece ofevidence notdid
not.
But, in order to demonstrate the validity of the test, other pieces of evidence
have to be investigated. Therelevance and utilityof the test need to be examined, as
do the value implications of the test and the social consequences. These last three
pieces of evidence are heavily relianton the constructvalidity of the test. The test
has to be shown to be reliablymeasiiring the constructs the test is based on before
the relevance and utility, value implications, and social consequences of the test
could be discussed. Once all of the pieces of evidence have been gathered and
investigated, justifications for testing outcomes can be demonstrated indicating that
decisions made using test results are valid. Although the relevance and utility,
value implications, and social consequences haven't been investigated, they can be
discussed. A discussion of each of these follows with some suggestions for further
investigation. Once further investigation has been done, these pieces of evidence
could all be used to demonstrate the validity of the test for the purpose it Wcis
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designed—a test of ESL academic reading ability used to make placement decisions
concerning which international students need further reading instruction.
Relevance and utility
To provide additional support for the evidence for the validity of the test, an
investigation of the relevance and utility of this test as atest of ESL academic
reading ability would need to be done. This test was designed because there is a
need to separate those incoming international students who are ready to handle the
reading they will encoimter at ISU from those who are not. The students who aren't
prepared to handle the reading receive further instruction which is designed to
prepare them for future ESL reading. This is the context within which this test is
used. The relevance and utility of a test use deals with the usefulness of the test and
helps us todetermine ifa test is meeting its objectives within its context.
The relevance of the testusedin this studyis that it gives us an indication ofa
student's ESL academic reading ability. With this information, we can determine the
best course of action for the student. This is done by comparing the student's test
score with the cut-off score that has been set for the test. The cut-off score is a score
thatstudents must achieve topass the test. Generally, to seta cut-off score, past
experience is used todetermine what level ofmastery is required for students to
pass a test. For this particular testing situation, the cut-off score was setaccording to
how many positions were available in the ESL reading class (the cut-off score ended
upbeing setat around thetenth percentile). Students who do notachieve the cut-off
score areplaced in the ESL reading class. This becomes theutility of the test—that
ofproviding results from which decisions can made concerning theplacement of
international students into an ESL academic reading course. The objective of the
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test, then, isto provide uswith an indication of students' ESL academic reading
abilities inorder toseparate those individuals who need further mstruction inESL
academic reading skills from those who don't. The distribution of the scores allows
this to be done. Students whose scores werebelowthe cut-offscoreare identified
and placed in the ESL reading class. Upon questioning the Placement Coordinator
andthe instructor whotaught theESL reading class, I foimd that they bothagreed
the test did agood job ofseparating out individuals who needed further instruction.
Value implications
In order tomore accurately assess the justifications of the outcomes of a test,
thedegree ofagreement between theunderlying theorized constructs used for
producing the test and thejudgment ofprofessionals concerning thehypothesized
constructs needs to be established. Thehigher the agreementbetween professional
opinion and hypothesized construct, themore value the interpretation ofthe test
outcomes will have and the more valid will be the judgments made from the
interpretations of theoutcomes. Inorder toexamine thevalue implications ofthe
justifications of the outcomes of the test created for the study at hand, attention
would be paid to the agreementbetweenprofessionals opinions of reading
comprehension and the theory underlying the constructionof the test.
A high level of agreement between the hypothesized constructs underlying
the creationof the test and the opinions of the professionals involved with making
this test would result in a high level of value placed on the decisions made through
the interpretations of the test results.
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Social consequences
The social consequences of the test result from the use ofthe interpretations
oftest scores. The scores areused injudgingwhether ornota student is inneed of
further training inESL academic reading. Failure of the student to achieve the cut
off score results in thatstudent being placed inanESL academic reading class. The
social consequences are that those who need furtiier instruction receive that
instruction and those whoequal or exceed the cut-off score areallowed topursue
their coursework without tiie additional time and cost of an ESL academic reading
class. Those whoreally doneed additional training receive it andwill benefit by
being better prepared tohandle the academic readings they areabout toencounter
in their coursework.
An additional social consequence arisesout of the fact that the test is
designed to measure four different components ofthe reading process. Although
the test is not designed as a diagnostic test, results from the testmaygive clues as to
wherea student is having difficulties. These clues, in turn,may be helpfulin
planning a program tohelp thatstudent improve his/her academic reading skills.
Once the relevanceand utility,value implications, and socialconsequences of
the test have been investigated, they canbe combined with the evidenceused to
investigate the construct validity in order to demonstrate the validityof test use.
With all of the pieces of evidence that are involved with the validation
process,it is easy to seewhy the validityof the test for its purpose applies only to
this one testing situation. Any of the piecesof evidence gathered could (and likely
will) undergo changes over the course of time. Aswas mentioned earlier, different
students take the test every semester, there are changes in the ESLcommittee from
testing to testing which can influence expert opinions of what ESL academic reading
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is, and continuing research may reveal the test isn't actually testing only ESL
academic reading ability.
What has been learned
What has been learned from this study is that when designing a test, it is very
important tohave a clear definition ofthe test context and the test purpose as these
will influence the construct for the test. It is also important to have a construct for
the test that has support from thoseassociated with the test development and
implementation process. Without this, thevalidation process isn'tpossible.
It is alsoimportant to remember that thenewviewofvaliditydoesnot
consider a test to be valid for all time; instead, a test's validity must be demonstrated
eachand every timeit is given. Although validity has beendemonstratedfor this
test use, it cannot be assumed to be valid for each and every testing situation. Every
testing situation will require the sameprocess for demonstrating validity that has
been used for the study at hand.
Postmodernism and language testing; Where do we go from here?
A concern that should be considered in the future of language testing is the
effects that postmodernist theories such as such as social constructionism,
deconstruction, philosophical hermeneutics, and externalism will have on the futiure
of testing reading comprehension. Slowly but surely, the postmodernist movement
is gaining strength in many of our major institutions. Postmodernist theories go
against traditional positivist theories upon which many language tests are based.
The result is possible clashes between postmodernist thought (with its breakdown
between subjective and objective) and the traditional positivist need for objectivity.
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Social constructionist theory isbased in the notion thattheknowledge an
individual has is a resultof thesociety inwhich that individual lives or participates
(see Bruffee (1984) for a more detailed explanation ofthesocial construction of
knowledge). In essence, we are socially constructed and the society we come from
influences how weinterpret discourse. Deconstructionist theory places emphasis on
examining not just what is ina text, but also what isnot ina text. The theory
hypothesizes that for every idea in a text, there is an opposing idea (or ideas) that
exists but is not stated (Crowley, 1989). Thetextis a surface idea that has numerous
deep ideas associated with it. Because ofthis, a true interpretation ofa text is not
possible since we cannot know for sure what ideas an author wants the audience to
interpret. Philosophical hermeneutics states rather than knowing for sure how to
interpret themeaning ofa text, we make guesses (Crusius, 1991). We search for
meaning thatmatches themeaning intended by theauthor. Unlike deconstruction
with its notion that a text cannever be properly interpreted, philosophical
hermeneutics offers at least a chance that some truth for a text can be negotiated
between an author and audience. Externalism goessomewhat beyond philosophical
hermeneutics. The theory is a recent theory that isstill in thedevelopment stage (I
thank Thomas Kent (personal interview) for information pertaining to externalism).
Externalism posits that all communication is a hermeneutical (interpretive) process;
in essence,communication is a hermeneutical guessing game. We are constantly
makingguesses (and this is the best we cando) as to the realmeaning behind an
interlocutor's utterance.
Postmodernist theories are based heavily on the breakdown of subjectivity
and objectivity. This is in strong contrast to traditional positivist views that
discourse can be observed objectively. What these postmodernist theories mean to
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reading comprehension testing is that we as creators of reading tests cannot be sure
ourselves of how apassage is supposed to be interpreted. How can we be sure ifwe
are testing the"true" interpretation ofa text ifweasthetestcreators arenot
guaranteed to be interpreting passages properly? How can we besure that test
subjects don't have adifferent butequally "truthful" interpretation ofa passage—
and should we penalize subjects for this?
Answers to these questions andothers like them still aren't clear. There is
much, much research to be done to answer questions suchas these. Hopefully,
developments such as those thathave recently been seen in thevalidation process
will help us tofigure out answers toquestions such as those above and allow us to
create more accurate (and authentic) reading tests.
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APPENDIX A: GUIDELINES FOR GATHERING EPT READING PASSAGES
The purpose of this exam is to test for academic reading skills. The test will ask
examinees to read several passages and answer questions related to the passages.
Since we are interested in testing academic reading ability, we will want a sample of
passages that is representative of academic reading materials. More spedncally, we
want materials that represent the types ofmaterials students are likely to encounter
here atISU. The goal is to gather aminimum of 12 total passages. There are some
basic guidelines we should follow when searching for appropriate reading matenals.
• Avoid topics that may be considered offensive inother ciJtures.
Although issues such as sex, religion, race, and gender are discussed
frequently here in the US, these subjects may be considered taboo in
other cultures.
• Avoidbias. Wewant to gathermaterials from asmanydifferent
topics as possible to insure that no one has adistinct advantage due to
background knowledge.
• Avoid topics that are common knowledge. This could allow for a
set of questions that could be answered wi3iout actually reading the
passages.
• Avoid topics that are too specific ortoo technical. This could result
inapassage filled with topic specific or highly technical terminology
making the passage too difficult ortime-consuming to read.
• Look for passages that are from familiar topics, butdiscuss specific
aspects of the topics.
• Look for passages witha clear main topic. Although it does not
have tobeexplicitly stated, it should beclear from reading thepassage
what the main topic is.
• Passages shotdd belimited to250-400 words. Although the
passages may be more than one paragraph long, there should be only
one main topic.
• Use reading materials here at ISU. These materials may include
textbooks and journals.
• Assume that since the examinees are entering ISU they are at least
as intelligent as incoming freshmen. Inother words, don't assume that
lackofEnglish skills means lack of intelligence. Search forpassages
that an average ISUstudents is likely to encounter.
• Reading passages for the testwillgenerally be parts of larger
reading passages. Be care tomake surethat testpassages contain
complete ideas thatdonotdrawupon material ti\at isn'tincluded in
the part of the reading passage chosen.
Sample Passages
Tofurther assistyou in your search for appropriate passages, here are somesample
passages that demonstrate an appropriate and an inappropriate passage. Thefirst is
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an example of the kind ofpassage to look for. The second is an example of apassage
to avoid.
First Passage
The Wilson Phalarope
Like all sandpipers, theWilson Phalaropes have long legs andbeaks for
walking andpicking through shallowwater onthe huntfor food. Although not
seabirds, they are highly specialized for aquatic life. While others oftheir family
sandpipers, for example—stay along the shore, phalaropes swim well onare at
home on land and water.
The life cycle ofthebird, named after theeminent 19th century naturalist
AlexanderWilson, begins in May on itsmajor breedinggrounds in the prairie
pothole country of thenorthern Great Plains of theUnited Sates and southern
Canada.But the bird winters mainlyon the high altitude lakesof the centralAndes
of South America.
After the female phalaropes laytheeggs, themales takeall responsibility for
incubating themand raising the chicks. Thus free ofparental duties, the females
start theirsouthward migration early; bymid-June theyareassembled in small
flocks inpreparation for the first leg oftheir journey. Taking v^g, many head for
MonoLake,where theywill prepare for their long nonstop flight to SouthAmerica.
This passage, though somewhatshort, is a goodbecause there is a clear main topic.
Although notmanypeopleare familiar with the specific topicofWilson phalaropes,
everyone is familiar with themoregeneral topic ofbirds. Notice also that the
vocabulary consists primarilyof commonly usedwordswith a few less commonly
used words such as "eminenf and "aquatic" which can be used for vocabulary
questions. Also, issuessuch as raceand religion arenot covered so the chances of
offending the reader with the subjectmatter in this passage is quite low.
Second Passage
Mathematics
Real numbers are represented by symbols such as
25, 0, -3, .5, -.125, .333..., n
The set of counting numbers, or natural numbers, is the set {1,2,3,4,...}. The set of
integers is the set {..., -3, -2, -1,0,1,2,3,...}. A rational mmiber is a number that can
be expressed as a quotient ajh of two integers, where the integer h cannot be zero.
Examples ofrational numbers are 3/4,5/2, and -2/3. Since ajl =a for any integer a,
every integer is also a rational number. Real numbers that are not rational are called
irrational. An example of an irrational number is %which equals the constant ratio of
circumference to diameter of a circle.
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Real numbers can berepresented as decimals. Rational real numbers have
decimal representations that either terminate or are non-terminating with repeating
blocks of digits. For example, 3/4=.75, which terminates; and 1/3=.333..., in which
the digit 3repeats indefinitely. Irrational real numbers have decimal representations
that neither repeat nor terminate. For example, n=3.14159.... In practice, irrational
numbers are generally represented by approximations.
Often, letters are used to represent numbers. If the letter used is to represent
any number from agiven set of numbers, it is referred toas avariable. Aconst^t is
either a fixednumber, such as 5,or a letter that represents a fixednimiber.
Inworking witii expressions orformulas involving variables, the variables
may only be allowed to take on values from a certain set of numbers, called the
domainof the variable. Forexample, in the expression l/x, the variable x cannot
take on the value 0 since division by 0 is not allowed.
The second is the kindofpassage to avoid. Even though moststudents have
had at least some exposure tomathematics, this is an inappropriate passage
because of the large number of technical terms. Also, questions concerning
the content couldbe easilyanswered by a personfamiliar withmath.
Guidelines for Test Items
Thereare three specific outcomeswe want to examine; did the examinee
comprehend thepassage, can s/he make inferences from the material, and can s/he
determine the meaning of specific words according to their use in the passage? In
order to do this, we will need to ask a variety of test items.
• ComprehensionQuestions. Thesequestions will ask the examinees
to complete tasks suchas identifying themain ideaor recognizing and
imderstanding some of the supporting ideas.
• Inference Questions. These questions will ask the examinee to use
the material in the passages to answer questions regarding ideas,
which would be logicalinferenceson the basis of what is stated, but
not explicitly stated.
• VocabularyQuestions. Thesequestionswill ask the examinee to
determine the meaning of the word according to the context in which it
is used.
All test items will be in a multiple choice formatwith four possible answers. One of
the possibilities will be the correctanswer. Theother three, which should be clearly
wrong, will serve as distracters.
For each passage, we will want to create a total of three to five comprehension
questions, three to five inference questions, and three to five vocabulary questions.
To further assist you in creating test items, samples of test items for the
Wilson Phalarope passage are provided.
Comprehension Test Items
Select the statement which best expresses the main idea of this passage.
a. The Wilson phalarope is similar in many ways to the sandpiper.
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b. Bymid-June, the female phalaropes are ready to begin their migration to the
Andes.
c. TheWilson phalarope is named after the eminent 19th century naturalist,
Alexander Wilson.
d. TheWilson phalarope has a life cycle that begins inNorth America and
continues in the Andes in the winter.
By mid-Jime, the female phalaropes have gathered for their journey. Their first
destination is
a. Mono Lake.
b. southern Canada.
c. the central Andes of South America.
d. the northern Great Plains of the United States.
Inference Test Items
After reading thispassage, we can conclude which of thefollowing tobe false:
a. The females have little contact with the chicks.
b. The females show a strong instinct for mothering the chicks.
c. Themales migrate to SouthAmerica later than the females do.
d. Themales carry the responsibility for feeding and tending the chicks.
The diet of the Wilson phalarope would most likely include
a. berries or fruits.
b. seeds and grains.
c. small fish or seaweed.
d. small animals such as rats and mice.
Vocabulary Test Items
The best definition for the word "aquatic" in line 2 is:
a. things that eat fish.
b. things that live on land.
c. things that drink water.
d. things that live in or near water.
(Theword "aquatic" might favor many Spanish speakers. This is something that
should be considered when creating vocabulary questions.)
The word "winters" in line 7 is used in this essay to mean
a. migrates.
b. lives only in high altitudes.
c. lives more than one winter.
d. stays during the winter season.
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE PASSAGE
Cyclamen in all Their Infinite Variety
1 Variation withinspedes is a good thing. It is theengine that drives
evolution and is a constant reminder to us that Nature knows neither divisions
nor categories: she isnot a taxonomist. Some species show variation more than
others. You can look all day for asignificantly different daisy onyour lawn, but
5 examine acyclamen and the chances are that itwill be an individual with atleast
one characteristic that is different from all the others. It may be in the flower or
the foliage, but it is there to be foimd.
So great are the horticulturally significant differences within Cyclamen
persicum that they have given rise to the entire range of florists' cyclamen and
10 have even allowedbreeders to extractfrom its genescolors that do not occur in
thewild. Pink,rose, lilac, purple andwhiteoccur in nature, but red doesnot.
Similarly, nowildspecimen attains thesize ofthe larger florists* forms.
This tenderspecies, which cannot bepersuaded to live for longin the
open, even in themildest areas, is increasingly represented by florists' forms that
15 are smaller and bear more resemblance to the exquisitely modeled plants found
in its home area arotmd the eastern Mediterranean and beyond. Its wonderful
scent, lost almostentirelyin breedingforspectacle, has returned in someof these
more dainty versions.
Thespecies itself, whosefoliage is almost infinitely varied in itsmarbling,
marking and shape, is allgrace and elegance. The flower stalks are usually 10-
15cm (4-6in) high, but mayoccasionally beasmuch as20cm (Sin). The petals of
almost all cyclamen are reflexed, but in this species they are swept backwith
panache,eachone long, slender and with a balletic, upward half twist. The
flowers are fragrant.
20
1. The main idea of this passage is
a. nature is not a taxonomist.
b. there is much variation in cyclamen.
c. some species have more variety than others.
d. florists' cyclamen have a greater variety of colors.
2. Which of the following colorswill one probably not find in cyclamenfound
growing aroimd the eastern Mediterranean?
a. Red.
b. Rose.
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c. Lilac.
d. White.
3. If someone weredescribing a flower to you, for which of thefollowing
characteristics would you say, "That's not a cyclamen!"?
a. Delicate.
b. Graceful,
c. Odorless.
d. Hardy.
4. "It" in the last line of the first paragraph (line7) refers to
a. a daisy.
b. a cyclamen.
c. an individual.
d. a characteristic.
5. "Spectacle" in line 17 means
a. show.
b. science.
c. enjoyment.
d. experimentation.
6. Cyclamen bred artificially oftendiffer from cyclamen in nature in that they
are
a. larger.
b. marbled.
c. more dainty.
d. more fragrant.
7. In paragraph two, line 9, "have given rise to" means
a. have been grown for.
b. have been the basis for.
c. have increased the number of.
d. have made known the fact that.
8. "Breeders" in line 10means people who
a. sell flowers.
b. like flowers.
c. raise flowers.
d. photograph flowers.
